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Prepare for a world where everything computes

Technology will be
embedded everywhere

Everyone & everything
will be connected

Everything
will be understood
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Digital transformation is disrupting every industry

Transformed
Newspapers & magazines
Books
Music

Transforming
Video
Retail
Travel

Wellness & healthcare
Retail banking
Transportation

Government
Farming
Buildings

Soon to be transformed
Manufacturing
Insurance
Utilities

Legal
Education
Construction
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Creating value for enterprises of all sizes

Customer
experiences

Products &
services

Core business
operations
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Digital leaders excel at continuous business innovation

Real-time
insights
Minimum
viable product

Experiment and
fast fail
Continuous delivery

Rapid,
iterative steps

NOW

NEXT

Big projects
Large investments
Long ROI

Hundreds of transformations across the enterprise
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A new generation of apps and data are the digital fuel

Apps
everywhere

Data
everywhere

Billions to manage, analyze and connect.
Changing at incredible speed.
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Accelerating time to value in a hybrid world is priority #1
Flexible
consumption

Beacons, sensors
and geo-positioning

Driven by agile
DevOps

Mobile users,
apps and devices

Ecosystem of
innovation partners

Reliable
performance
& experience

Hybrid
IT

Your Apps
& Data

Ubiquitous
connectivity

Always
workload
optimized

Security &
resilience built-in

Containerized, automated
and orchestrated

Intelligent
Edge

Built-in data analysis
& contextually aware

Adaptive trust
security
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Who we are

We make
hybrid IT simple
To power your right
mix to accelerate
innovation

We have the expertise
to make it happen
To accelerate your outcomes
from digital transformation

We power the
Intelligent Edge
To create your next
generation of digital
experiences
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Helping you achieve your
right mix of Hybrid IT
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Transform to hybrid IT
Flexible
consumption

Smaller, faster,
more iterative
approaches

Driven by agile
DevOps

Fast fail

Ecosystem of
innovation partners
Minimum viable
product

Hybrid
IT

Security &
resilience built-in

Containerized, automated
and orchestrated

Customer challenges:

Always
workload
optimized

–
–
–
–
–

Continuous
delivery
Test and
experiment

Legacy data and IT requirements consume +60% of resources
Cumbersome culture, tools and processes
Complex industry requirements
Annual fixed funding models and shrinking budgets
Security and governance risk
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Optimize IT operations with VMs on your premises – at cloud speed
HPE Hyper Converged solutions speed VM deployments and reduce VM siloes
Hyper Converged solutions are a key way to make hybrid IT simple – and faster.
HPE Hyper Converged solutions combine intuitive software with the reliability of a
world class platform. IT can now become an internal service provider with cloud-like
simplicity for your business.
IT Ops: Become an internal
VM service provider
– ONE fluid pool of resources
– Quickly create flexible workspaces
for LoB’s
– Compose and recompose workspaces
instantly

LOB’s / Developers: Consume VM’s
from self-service portal
– Instant access to resources via self-service
portal
– Compose and recompose VMs in minutes
– Composable API’s to develop scripts &
automate actions
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Speed of the cloud in your secure data center
HPE Synergy delivers flexible pools of resources - that scale infinitely
Deploy at
cloud-like speed

Develop more apps,
faster

Eliminate
overprovisioning

Compose and recompose your
resources across compute,
storage and fabric with
software-defined infrastructure

Enable Agile and DevOps to
bring new apps to market quickly
through a unified API to access
the infrastructure as code

Scale infrastructure “infinitely”
with no overprovisioning at all
with highly flexible pools of
physical, virtual, or container
resources
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Economics of the cloud, on your premises
HPE Flexible Capacity’s pay-per-use IT is designed for your digital growth strategy

BUSINESS
APPLICATION

Increase capacity

6

Pay only for what you use1

FORECASTED
CAPACITY

LOCAL BUFFER

Cloud economics,
on-premises

Pay only for what
you use

Scale capacity
quickly when needed

Decrease capacity
No upfront fee;
single monthly invoice.

1 Subject

to a minimum commitment for hardware and software.
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Accelerate development of your microservices
Together, HPE and Docker speed app dev and delivery with Container-as-a-Service
Microservices and containers:

– Improve the scalability of software development and IT operations
– Increase the ability to deliver faster and with better quality;
– Improve the efficiency on management of IT services

Agility

Portability

Control

Speed and simplicity

Applications portability
across environments

Secure and manage
infrastructure, apps and
maintain SLAs

+

+

Continuous integration
Containers-as-a-Service (CaaS)

What’s next?
See how HPE and Docker are collaborating to help enterprises modernize datacenters
to a more agile development environment.
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While creating Trolls, DreamWorks
Animation relied on a hybrid cloud
for seamless collaboration between
global studios and utilized analytics
to meet peak production demands.

Helping you support a new generation
of Data and Analytics
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Empower the data-driven organization

Analysis on
machine data
Analysis on
human data

Real-time
insight

Resilient and
protected

Customer challenges:

–
–
–
–

Analysis in
the product

Predictive
capability

Analysis on

Legacy data and analytics systems
IoT streams
Inability to capture and use all forms of data
Overwhelming flow of new data types
Data protection and governance
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Prepare for billions

Data Volume and System Responsiveness

A fundamental shift is coming
By 2020,
there will be…

8B x 20B x 100B x 1T
people

connected
devices

social infrastructure

apps

*
Intelligent edge

Olympics
Nagano, Japan

Smart car

Systems of action
Facebook

Twitter

Systems of engagement
Systems of record

Time

2004

2006

2016

2020

Beyond
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Achieve real-time insights with SAP HANA
Modernize your data and analytics platforms, at every scale with HPE

Get a 360-degree view
of your business

Achieve the scale you need for
your data-driven enterprise

Achieve a unified data management strategy
enabled by in-memory technology and a
common data management platform,
enabling you to accelerate insights – and
actions

With the most comprehensive end-to-end
SAP HANA solution portfolio HPE is enabling
you to scale your business demands to the
highest levels, with purpose-built in-memory
computing platforms for SAP HANA and
SAP S/4HANA

What’s next?

Get the speed and economics
of the cloud, on your premises
Achieve the security and control of onpremise IT and the agility and economics
of the cloud with HPE Flexible Capacity
IT consumption models for
SAP HANA, coupled with
expert global support

Visit www.hpe.com/partners/sap to learn how HPE can help you transform to SAP HANA
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Accelerating insights for scientific, engineering & business innovation
HPE and SGI deliver high-performance computing at any scale for your digital enterprise

Complex simulation
& modeling

Real-time analysis

Managing data

Accelerating innovation
for science, research

High volume machine, human
and business data

Unstructured data; images;
audio and video; backup /
recovery

What’s next?

HPE Completes Acquisition of SGI press release

Deep Learning &
Cognitive Computing
Pattern recognition &
artificial intelligence
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With a smart grid of 2.3 million smart meters now
generating 837% more data, CenterPoint Energy set
out to aggregate all of its data in a SAP HANA data
warehouse with HPE’s reference architecture. Now
CenterPoint Energy uses real-time analytics to speed
responses to outages – enhancing customer
experiences and boosting operational efficiencies.

Helping you power
the Intelligent Edge
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Enable the Intelligent Edge
Reliable app
experience

Apps in everything

Intelligent
Edge
Ubiquitous
connectivity

Beacons,
sensors and
geo-positioning
Adaptive
trust security

Built-in data
analysis

Customer challenges:

–
–
–
–
–

Provide secure access for users, devices and things
Attract and retain workplace talent
Manage demands of remote and branch locations
Personalize the customer engagement for increased loyalty
Harness value of insights from the mobility and IoT
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Transform to a mobile-first, digital workplace
HPE Intelligent Spaces – Workplace helps you create seamless experiences to boost effectiveness
Skype for Business®
and Office 365®

UX monitoring
Unbeatable wireless
connectivity

Dynamic space
scheduling

Digital visitor
management

Unified policy for
IoT and mobile

Automated
meeting rooms
Desk hoteling
Context aware
workflows

Indoor location services
from Aruba Meridian

Architected and integrated by HPE consulting

What’s next?

Engage HPE experts and workshop a mobile-first path to your digital workplace
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The digital, mobile-first workplace at the new Box smart headquarters is all about
creating collaborative experiences – and anytime, anywhere access. The Box mobile
app utilizes the Aruba wireless network and beacons to help employees easily
navigate its campus and quickly find conference rooms, desks and amenities –
freeing up time for innovation.

Enabling rich digital experiences
Aruba Mobile Engagement solution enables intelligent spaces

Guest Wi-Fi
Secure and customized
network access panel

Push notifications
Time and location relevant messaging

Turn-by-turn navigation
Indoor turn-by-turn directions
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Enabling rich digital experiences
Aruba Mobile Engagement solution creates engaging consumer experiences
Aruba Wi-Fi

ClearPass Guest

Self-registration, app delivery,
personalized advertising in the browser

Mobile App
ClearPass Guest prompts
download of Meridian-powered app

Meridian App Platform

Aruba Beacons
Indoor turn-by-turn
navigation with blue dot
and notifications based
on real-time position

LTE or Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
required

+

Location-based and
personalized content for apps
with beacon management
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Announcing new product category: “Converged IoT Systems”
The first marriage of core OT and IT, expressly designed for the IoT
HPE Edgeline Systems
3 Points of Convergence all in one box: Deep analytics/compute, Data acquisition/control, Enterprise mgmt

HPE Edgeline EL1000
1

Unprecedented Edge compute
Deep compute, open standards

2

HPE Edgeline EL4000
Unique integration of precision
data capture & control

3 Data center-class security, device

Deep data ingest, “Things” control

- Up to 64 Intel Xeon cores
- Hot plug compute options
- Intel Iris Pro Graphics GPU

& systems management
Remote maintenance, config., updates

...

Avoids cloud lock-in

HPE “Integrated Lights Out”
Systems/Device Management
- Millions shipped

Not ARM cores, not Atom, not
proprietary switch or router processors

Engineered for the harsh edge environment:
Compact, low energy, rugged – shock, vibration, temperature, various mounting options
© Copyright 2016 Hewlett-Packard Enterprise Corporation. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice.
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With yearly passengers reaching 17 million,
RIOgaleão Airport set out to expand and rebuild
its network – and enhance experiences for travelers.
RIOgaleão Airport engaged HPE to deploy a new
core network, an Aruba wireless network and mobile
engagement solution with beacons and a rich mobile
app. Now passengers quickly and easily find flight
information, restaurants, shops and more using
indoor navigation.

Photo credit: Marcelo Coelho Fotografia

Flowserve captures sensor data from
heavy-machinery, performs analytics,
and then uses machine learning by
comparing this data with information
from other equipment to predict failures
before they occur — extending the life of
assets, improving safety, and reducing
costs.

We have your destination in sight
Advisory &
Transformation
Envision and define

Professional

Operational

Design and implement

Consume and simplify

Removing complexity for you

Roadmap forward

Innovative architectures

Unified transformation framework

Pay per use

Modular framework

Innovation centers

Scale

Change management

Meet with HPE experts today hpe.com/services

AppDev methodologies

Flexible consumption

Simplified operations
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HPE ingredients for your success

Software-defined architectures
optimized to accelerate and simplify
IT for every app and scale

New generation of data & analytics
platforms to drive deep insight and
intelligent action

Intelligent Edge to deliver the
new gen of digital experiences
to transform your business

Flexible consumption models
to enable and accelerate outcomes

Expertise to advise, integrate
simply, and support at every step

Open partner ecosystem
for best of breed innovation
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How HPE expertise can help you

Innovation to transform

Committed to open

Infrastructure
Data center
Operations

Your apps
Your tools

Your clouds
Your partners

Expertise to deliver
your way

Accountable,
end-to-end support

On-prem
On-demand
As-a-Service

Any app
Any hardware
Anywhere in the world

Thank you

